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In the Sommerfeld-Bethe theory 1) the electronic
)art of the specific heat of a metal is given by the
lensity of states at the Fermi surface. To first or-
ler it T/Tp the electronic specific heat varies lin-
:arly with temperature and may be written in the
brm

c"=!#nzN(Ds)T=t"7, (1)

uhere N(Ep) is the density of states at the Fermi
rurface. This result is valid only if one neglects
he electron-phonon interactirn. The latter leads to
wo renormalisation effects, firstly it modifies the
Iormal mode frequencies of the crystal, and sec-
rndly it modifies the free energy of the electrons.
the first correction is small and amounts to only
r few percent 2,3). The second effect 4,5) may be
'ather large and, depending on the strength of the
rlectron-phonon interaction, may lead to an essen-
ial contribution to the electronic specific heat of
he same order as the Sommerteld value. This in-
eraction part comes from electron transitlons in
he thermally excited region near the Fermi sur-
ace. The perturbation is strong iL kT is small,
.e., this renormalisation effect is temperature
iependent and reaches its maximum at low temper-
.tures.

For completeness we may mention another
ffect, that is, the dependence of the free energ'y
f the crystal on shear effects which iirvolve changes

in the electron distribution 6). The magnitude of
this effect depends on the relation between the
Fermi surface and the Brillouin zone boundary,
being the stronger the closer the Fermi surface
comes to the Brillouin zone. The corresponding
contribution to the specific heat augments the Som-
merfeld value and varies linearly with temperature
in the liquid helium range. This effect is expected
to be appreciable only when the electron energy
differs considerably from the free electron case.

Even neglecting the last effect, we see that the
experimental low-temperature value of 7 is not
always related to the density of states in a simple
way, or in other words the effective y-value be-
comes a function of temperature. Until now a direct
experimental check on this has not been possible,
since it involves the knowledge of the lattice spe-
c,iIic heat, resp., of the lattice vibrational spec-
trum. The calculation of such spectra for metals
is not yet reliable enough, since a lattice vibra-
tional model which takes proper account of the
electrons is still missing 7). Hou,ever, this un-
favourable situation is changing with the possibility
to determine such spectra experimentally by neu-
tron techniques. As a first case we present here
some results on vanadium.

Fig. 1 shows the lattice vibrational spectrum of
vanadium, calculated from the differential inelastic
scattering cross section for slow neutrons 819).
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Fig. 1. Experimental lattice vibrational spectrum
of vanadium at 300oK.

Fig. 2. Lattice specific heat of vanadium, calculated from
the spectrum in fig. 1. The dashed curve takes
accouDt of the difference in the anharmonic contri-
butions between room temperature aud the corre-
sponding temperafures.

Fig. 3. Apparent Debye temperatures. (For the dashed
curve see text,in fig. 2.)

The lattice specific heat derived from this spectrum
is given in fig. 2 *, the corresponding apparent
Debye temperatures are shown in fig. 3..The 0 ver-
sus ? curve has the usual low temperature mini-
mum, which is due to the deviation of the true lat-
tice spectrum from the spectrum of a Debye solid.
Since the neutron data were taken at room tempera-
ture, the speeific heat calculated from the lattice
vibrational spectrum is strictly valid only at this
temperature. For other temperatures the anhar-
monic contribution to the specific heat will be dif-
ferent. We may roughly estimate this modiJication
using Griineisen?s law for the relation between Debye
temperature and volume change. We find
* For the lowest frequencies of the spectrum we have

used the Debye approximation with I = 399o6 10).
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0(")=e(rn) {r-tu^r}K
(where Ip is the reference temperature, a is the
coefficient of linear expansion, K is the Grtineisen
constant), and calculate the new lattice specific
heat from the corrected apparent Debye tempera-
ture, using the room temperature value as a ref-
erence. The result of this calculation is shown in
figs. 2 and 3 by the dashed curves. Due to the uncer
tainty of this correction we will restrict our follow-
ing discussion to temperahres, say, above 150oK.

150 200 250 300 350 T('K)

Fig. 4. Lattice specific heat of vanadium above 150oK.

-neutrou 
data, ---- caloric values of Cv/lR,

values of (Cy - ys7)/3R using the experi-
mental low-temperature value for y6 (= 2.21 x 10-3
cal mol-1 deg-z;.

In fig. 4 we compare the lattice specific heat
above 150oK derived from the neutron data with
caloric measuremenls 11,14,15). ff we subtract
from the caloric data the electronic contribution
using the low--temperature value 12) , yo = 2.21 x
10-3 cal mol-l d"g-2, we find points w[ich lie for
all temperatures below the lattice specific heat
curve derived from the neutron data. Therefore,
we conclude from fig. 4 that the 7e-value, which
was found at low temperature, is no longer valid
at higher temperature. We propose that this effect
might be attributed to the renormalisation of the
free enefry of the electrons, which is caused by
the electron-phonon interaction.

In order to give at least a qualitative justifica-
tion of this view, we have evaluated the expression
for the free enerry of the electrons, given by
Buckingham and Schafrottr 5). ttreir theory is valid
for free"electrons in a Debye solid and can thus
serve only as an approximative check for a rela-
tively complicated metal like vanadium.

The electronic free energy consists in this ap-
proximation of two terms, namely of the usual
Sommerfeld value g" and of a perturbation contri-
bution 92:

L

pel = es + e2 = ps {1 + lt + g(r/e)l (in)t F} ,

t.o

cL

TCK)

- 
cv-ar

o Ret'l)
o Ref.rt)
o Ref.'c)

es = - 612 arlrp) @t)2 ;

z 4 . o b toxtol2
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is the number of free electrons per atom, f is
he interaction gonstant of Frdhlich 13), which for
superconductOr, like vanadium is presumably

arger than (4n)-2; S(r) is a sum of two integrals
'a(t) andf6Q) which carurot be evaluated in closed
)rm:

',@=+i &-{t2x2rcg#
- ,*'t rog lffi} ,

'u(t) 
= *ri *,

o

x {(x1+x2)z tos
(x1+x2)2 - t-2

(x1 + x2)2

o 100 200 300 T(.K)
Fig. 5. The tunction g(fl, defined iu eqs. (3) and (a) ,

for two 0-values.

Using

ce=- r(azqu/airz) =ts11T, (5)

'e see from fig. 5 that the electronic specific heat
epends on temperature. OnIy for temperatures of
t least the order of the Debye temperature we ob-
rin the usual Sommerfeld expression (1). For low
:mperatures the effective 7-value is higher de-
ending on the interaction constant F.

We may estimate this constant from the differ-
nce between the lattice specific heat which was
alculated from the neutron data and the values
hich were derived from caloric data *, using the
xpgrimental low-temperature value lo = 2.21 x
0-3 cal mol-l deg-2. p"o,,

7oT

assuming n = L, we obtain F = 1.16. This value is
larger than (42)-i - 0.63, as one expects for su-
perconducting elements 13).

Besides the fact that we find at low tempera-
tures an effective 7-value, which is remarkably
higher than the high-temperature value 7s, another
interesting conclusion may be drawn from fig. 5.
If we calculate the Debye temperature of vanadium
from the elastic constants at low temperatures, as
measured by Alers 10) , *" obtain 0eI = 399oK,
which is remarkably different from the caloric
value obtaiaed by Corak et aI. 12), 0cal = 338oK.
The caloric value was derived from the usual C/T
versus T2 plot. This experimental discrepancy
may be caused also by the renormalisation effect
discussed above.

From eqs. (3) and (4) follows for the y-value at
Iow temperatures, assuming that roughly g = cTZ
(see fig. 5): r r

7 = 7s {1 + (in)lF + 6(fu)ircr2} . (?)

In eq. (7) appears a T2-term, which generates an
additional 7r-term in the expression for the lattice
specific heat. This term may account for the dif-
ference between elastic and caloric Debye temper-
atures. Estimating c from fig. 5, we find a new
caloric Debye temperature, 0lat ", 3?0oK, which
agrees better with the elastic value than the pre-
vious one. In view of the approximations made,
this seems to be a further confirmation for the
existence of an appreciable renormalisation effect
in the electronic specific heat of vanadium.

It is a pleasure to thark Mr. Cocchi and Mr.
De Bruyn from the Cetis Computational Centre for
their help in the evaluation of the two integrals in
eq. (4).
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24,2 f,o J,ro (1+expr1)(l +expx2)

- @r-*il2 r.rt\!t*].
\r7 - xD'

)ur numerical calculation of these two integrals
eads to the curves in fig. 5.

g (r)

* Gdir =+=
C$aloric 17; - Cfeutron(?)

(= 2.21/1.15)

For ? = 300cK.
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